Guide to Understanding
The 1099-MISC

FOR CLIENT RELEASE
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 has changed the IRS forms when filing your federal income taxes. To provide you with
the best information on how to report your Supplemental Unemployment Benefit, please review the following:

First, why did you receive the 1099-MISC?
You received an IRS Form 1099-MISC from NeuBridg, Inc. for distributions paid to you from the NeuBridg Supplemental
Unemployment Compensation Benefit Plan and Trust. To qualify for this distribution, you qualified for state unemployment
and experienced either a shortage of hours or were laid off (temporary or permanently) during the preceding tax year.
To ensure that you report the income and taxes correctly on your personal tax returns, please inform your tax professional
of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The 1099-MISC is not subject to self-employment tax;
The 1099-MISC is only subject to state and federal income tax;
15% Federal Tax was already withheld and submitted to the IRS by NeuBridg (Box 4) of your 1099-MISC;
The distribution you received should be treated like your state unemployment benefits.

The 1099-MISC you received from NeuBridg was for the Supplemental Unemployment Benefit Plan and Trust distributions
and federal taxes paid for tax year 2020.

Box 3 Other Income

Taxable Distributions received from Neubridg, Inc.

Box 4 Federal Income tax withheld

Federal tax (15%) withheld from your distributions and submitted to
the IRS on your behalf.
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This information was obtained from the IRS Website on 1/1/2021
(Employees are encouraged to consult their fianancial advisor(s))

1099-MISC is to be reported on Schedule 1, line 8

TURBOTAX™ and Other Tax Software Programs
As in years past, many of our clients use either TurboTax™ or one of the other popular tax programs. The constant
question we receive is “How do I enter the NeuBridg 1099-MISC without it being 1) placed on a separate schedule or
2) self-employment tax being calculated?”
Based upon the information we have been able to obtain through public internet sources, it appears that these
programs do not allow for a straight forward approach to entering the 1099-MISC. In discussions with our tax
professionals, it appears that the “off the shelf” or “personal home based” software solutions are not sophisticated
enough to accommodate the 1099-MISC in the correct manner. Furthermore, the download from H&R Block (on-line)
differs from the in store version that their tax professionals use. The in store version we are told allows for recording of
the 1099-MISC correctly. Be advised, NeuBridg reported to the IRS the distribution received in Box 3 (Other income)
and the federal tax withheld in Box 4 which is in compliance with IRS reporting guidelines.
For TurboTax™ Users. It appears that one method to record the 1099-MISC income would be to record the earnings
as you would prize money awards or lawsuit settlements. Utilizing this method appears to allow you to enter the
distribution as other income (Box 3) and the federal tax (Box 4) that was submitted on your behalf to the IRS. It is our
understanding that in order to report the distribution correctly, you must utilize Schedule 1, and enter the distribution on
Line 8 of the 1040. Please consult your tax professional for further guidance.
If you have any further questions, please call Midwest Group Benefits at (563) 382-9611 or NeuBridg at (515) 309-2950.
Nothing contained within this handout should be considered as advice, guidance or a recommendation. NeuBridg does not provide advice regarding financial matters of any
nature and any and all statements provided herein, are not be construed as instruction or guidance as to how you should prepare and/or file your income taxes. NeuBridg always
recommends that you check with your tax professional, legal counsel, or other trusted financial advisor(s) who can provide you detailed guidance for your particular situation.
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